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College of Management and Computer Science emerges as a leading 
Institute for management and computer science studies in the vicinity. The 
college was established in 2002 with a fewer students and with its valued 
education system has now increased number of admissions every year. The 
positive outcomes are achieved due to the Vision of Institution to provide the 
society a team of young and dynamic management and computer 
professionals. The Institution provides ample opportunities to students 
belonging to different streams to develop themselves in academic, sports, 
cultural and other extracurricular activities organised by the college. The 
Institution understands the demands of the industry and to develop those 
calibre professionals, it always blends curricular with co-curricular activities.  
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Continuous Evaluation of students is carried out by means of regular 
sessional and term exams, aptitude tests help the teachers to keep track of 
academic growth of students. Mentor-Mentee scheme helps to solve the 
student’s problem at the class level. Besides the required curricular activities, 
students are exposed to various other programs like group discussions, 
seminar presentation competitions, poster competition, virtual code class, 
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quiz competitions etc. Such program helps to develop the leadership quality 
among students and uplifts their morale to learn the things. To inculcate 
various skills among students, the college organizes Seminars and Workshops 
by eminent personalities. During the project development phase, the teachers 
allow the students to select the topic of their choice which helps them 
understand their interest in the core field. 

In order to improve teaching-learning environment, college has total of 15 
multimedia projectors, well equipped computer lab with 120 computers and 
PPT-bank, Internet facility, library with over 8000 books and spacious seminar 
hall with seating capacity of around 300 chairs. 
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Being coeducation, the Institution always contribute towards various gender 
sensitization issues like Gender-Equity, women’s problem and equal 
participation of male-female student in various activities. For the same the 
Institution has an active Women’s Cell which organises various seminars, 
guest lectures on Gender-Equity, Women’s problems, etc. College has specific 
facility for women like vending machine, Security guard, Fire extinguisher at 
various places, etc. 
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Various Programs Taken For Gender Equity  
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Facility, Safety and Security 
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The institution not only strives to develop professionals of exceptional calibre 
but also want them to be social conscious. The college has an active NSS unit 
wherein students from all the programs participate in whole year. Under the 
NSS program, students learn to contribute their efforts towards society and 
other beings. The spirit of team work, discipline, and social responsibility 
towards community is inculcated through NSS in students. This year at the 
adopted village, our students contribute their social service via certain 
programs like Gram-Swachhata, Street Drama, Gram-Sarwekshan, Awareness 
Rally, and Cultural Programs for villagers, etc. Intellectual Session for 
students and villagers help them to create awareness on various aspects 
during the year due to Covid 19 pandemic.  

Other programs to inculcate human values among students include Mask and 
Sapling Distribution to nearby college areas, Tree Plantation, Blood Donation 
Camp, street drama etc. As a concern for social responsibility college has 
setup “Unnati Vachanalay” for the nearby college area citizens. Citizens of 
nearby area can access the library books in the prescribed time. 

NSS Activity 
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The institution displays sensitivity to issues like environment sustainability, 
and for the same college has a 15 KV solar system to conserve energy. It also 
adopts environment friendly practices and takes necessary actions such as – 
energy conservation, waste recycling (solid/liquid waste management, e-
waste management), green practices etc.  
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One of the distinctive features of college initiatives is the organization of 
“STEX and BREX competition”. It is an inter-classes program organized for 
the students overall development. It is a comprehensive program including 
activities like Cap Click, Short Film Making, Brand Expedition (BREX), Stock 
Exchange (STEX), E-Treasure Hunt, etc. The success of the event is evident 
from the participation of students from college. 

Model Presentation Competition is an another event organised every year on 
account of Republic Day wherein students prepare models based on the 
Independence theme promoting the contribution and importance of 
Independence and historic events. 

In order to train the students for Entrepreneurship skills, Business-Plan 
Activity is organized wherein students prepares a plan for a particular 
business to carry out in a given time. 

It is a regular practice by the College to arrange various guest lectures to 
inculcate necessary skills required for placement of students. College always 
seeks opportunities for students so that eligible students can be sent to the 
campus placement drives. 

Another activity called case study where participant of both Computer 
Science & Management students explain the scenario & solution for the given 
case is also conducted. Various internal activities for Computer Science 
students includes Aptitude test based on computer syllabus ,Poster 
presentation Competition where in students prepare poster for a given topic, 
Waste out of Best activity is also carried by computer science students by 
presenting models on the same. 
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